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ABSTRACT
Word count: 247
Background: REGEN-COV antibody cocktail (casirivimab with imdevimab) rapidly
reduced viral load and decreased medically-attended visits in the phase 1/2 portion of
this trial; REGEN-COV, retains activity in vitro against emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants
of concern.
Methods: The phase 3 portion of this adaptive, randomized, master protocol, included
4,057 Covid-19 outpatients with one or more risk factors for severe disease. Patients
were randomized to a single treatment of intravenous placebo, or various doses of
REGEN-COV, and followed for 28 days. The prespecified hierarchical analysis first
compared REGEN-COV 2400mg dose vs concurrent placebo, then compared the
1200mg dose vs concurrent placebo, for endpoints assessing risk of hospitalization or
death, and time to symptom resolution. Safety was evaluated in all treated patients.
Results: Both REGEN-COV 2400mg and 1200mg significantly reduced Covid-19related hospitalization or all-cause death compared to placebo (71.3% reduction [1.3%
vs 4.6%; p<0.0001] and 70.4% reduction [1.0% vs 3.2%; p=0.0024], respectively). The
median time to resolution of Covid-19 symptoms was 4 days shorter in both dose arms
vs placebo (10 vs 14 days; p<0.0001). Efficacy of REGEN-COV was consistent across
subgroups, including patients who were SARS-CoV-2 serum antibody-positive at
baseline. REGEN-COV more rapidly reduced viral load than placebo. Serious adverse
events occurred more frequently in the placebo group (4.0%) than in the 1200mg (1.1%)
and 2400mg (1.3%) groups and grade ≥2 infusion-related reactions were infrequent
(<0.3% in all groups).
Conclusions: Treatment with REGEN-COV was well-tolerated and significantly
reduced Covid-19-related hospitalization or all-cause death, rapidly resolved symptoms,
and reduced viral load.
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INTRODUCTION
SARS-CoV-2 causes coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) and, as of April 2021, has
infected >130 million people and led to ~3 million deaths globally.1 Although most
Covid-19 patients are managed in the outpatient setting, some will progress to severe
illness leading to hospitalization or death.2-6 Several investigational products, including
REGEN-COV™, are available under Emergency Use Authorization but there have been
limited clinical data to support their wider use and there are no approved treatments for
reducing the risk of hospitalization or death due to Covid-19. There is also a need for
therapeutics that remain effective against emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern
(VOCs), which contain mutations that attenuate immunity from prior SARS-CoV-2
infection, vaccination, and some monoclonal antibodies.7-10

To develop a therapeutic that would retain activity against emerging variants, a highthroughput screen was undertaken to generate an antibody cocktail consisting of two
SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies against distinct, non-overlapping epitopes on the
spike protein, resulting in REGEN-COV.11-13 In vitro studies demonstrated that REGENCOV retains activity against current VOCs and variants of interest (VOIs), including
B.1.1.7, B.1.429, and E484K-containing variants, such as B.1.351, P.1, and B.1.526.9,14
In the phase 1/2 portion of this adaptive phase 1-3 randomized, placebo-controlled
master protocol, REGEN-COV demonstrated efficacy in symptomatic outpatients, where
it rapidly reduced viral load and the need for medical attention related to Covid-19.15,16
On February 19th, 2021, an independent data monitoring committee (IDMC)
recommended stopping enrollment of patients into the placebo group of the phase 3
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portion of this master protocol because of clear efficacy of REGEN-COV. Here, we
report the primary analysis results of the phase 3 portion of this trial.
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METHODS
TRIAL DESIGN
This was an adaptive, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase
1/2/3 master protocol in Covid-19 outpatients (NCT04425629). The phase 3 portion
comprised 3 cohorts: Cohort 1 (≥18 years), Cohort 2 (<18 years), and Cohort 3
(pregnant at randomization). Initially, phase 3 patients were randomized 1:1:1 to receive
intravenous (IV) placebo, REGEN-COV 2400mg (1200mg each of casirivimab and
imdevimab), or REGEN-COV 8000mg (4000mg each antibody) (Figure S1). Based
upon phase 1/2 results that showed the 2400mg and 8000mg doses had similar antiviral
and clinical efficacy and that most clinical events occurred in high-risk patients,15 the
trial was amended on November 14th, 2020 so that subsequent patients enrolled had ≥1
risk factor for severe Covid-19 and were randomized 1:1:1 to receive placebo, REGENCOV 1200mg (600mg each antibody) IV, or REGEN-COV 2400mg (1200mg each
antibody) IV. On February 19th, 2021, per IDMC recommendation, patients were no
longer randomized to receive placebo. The phase 3 primary efficacy analysis presented
here is comprised of Cohort 1 patients randomized to REGEN-COV 2400mg or
1200mg, with their concurrent placebo groups serving as a control.

TRIAL OVERSIGHT
Regeneron designed the trial; gathered the data, together with the trial investigators;
and analyzed the data. Regeneron and the authors vouch for the accuracy and
completeness of the data, and Regeneron vouches for the fidelity of the trial to the
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protocol. The authors provided critical feedback and final approval of the manuscript for
submission.

The investigators, site personnel, and Regeneron employees who were involved in
collecting and analyzing data were unaware of the treatment-group assignments. An
independent data monitoring committee monitored unblinded data to make
recommendations about trial modification and termination.

The trial was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki,
International Council for Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice guidelines, and
applicable regulatory requirements. The local institutional review board or ethics
committee at each study center oversaw trial conduct and documentation. All patients
provided written informed consent before participating in the trial.

PATIENTS
Eligible patients (Cohort 1) were ≥18 years of age and non-hospitalized, with a
confirmed local SARS-CoV-2-positive diagnostic test result ≤72 hours and onset of any
Covid-19 symptom, as determined by the investigator, ≤7 days before randomization.
Randomization into the initial phase 3 portion was stratified by country and presence of
risk factors for severe Covid-19. In the amended phase 3 portion, only patients with ≥1
risk factor for severe Covid-19 were eligible. The full list of inclusion and exclusion
criteria can be found in the Protocol.
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All patients were assessed at baseline for anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies – anti-spike [S1]
IgA, anti-spike [S1] IgG, and anti-nucleocapsid IgG – and grouped for analyses as
serum antibody–negative (if all available test results were negative), serum antibody–
positive (if any available test result was positive), or other (inconclusive/unknown
results).

INTERVENTION AND ASSESSMENTS
At baseline (day 1), REGEN-COV (diluted in normal saline solution) or saline placebo
was administered intravenously. Hospitalizations were assessed to be related to Covid19 by the investigator. The Symptoms Evolution of COVID-19 (SE-C19) instrument, an
electronic diary, recorded 23 Covid-19 symptoms daily.17 Quantitative virologic analysis
of nasopharyngeal (NP) swab samples and serum antibody testing were conducted in a
central laboratory and were previously described.16 Additional details on assessments
are described in the Supplementary Appendix.

ENDPOINTS
The primary and two key secondary endpoints were tested hierarchically (Table S1).
The primary endpoint was the proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related
hospitalization or all-cause death through day 29. The key secondary clinical endpoints
were (1) the proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or all-cause
death from day 4 through day 29 and (2) the time to Covid-19 symptoms resolution (19
of the 23 recorded symptoms). Time to Covid-19 symptoms resolution was defined as
time from randomization to the first day during which the patient scored “no symptom’
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(score=0) on all 19 symptoms except cough, fatigue, and headache, which could have
been scored as “mild/moderate symptom” (score=1) or “no symptom” (score=0).

Safety endpoints for the phase 3 portion of the trial included serious adverse events
(SAEs) that occurred or worsened during the observation period and adverse events of
special interest (AESIs): grade ≥2 hypersensitivity reactions, grade ≥2 infusion-related
reactions, and treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) requiring medical attention
at a healthcare facility.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The statistical analysis plan for the presented analysis was finalized prior to database
lock and unblinding of phase 3 Cohort 1; the primary analysis did not include patients
from the previously reported phase 1/2 portion of the trial.16 The full analysis set (FAS)
included all randomized symptomatic patients. Efficacy analyses were performed based
on a modified FAS (mFAS) defined as all randomized patients with a positive SARSCoV-2 central lab-determined RT-qPCR test at baseline and with ≥1 risk factor for
severe Covid-19. Safety was assessed in treated patients in the FAS.

The proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or all-cause death
was compared between each dose group and concurrent placebo using the stratified
Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test with country as a stratification factor. P-values
from the stratified CMH test and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the relative risk
reduction using the Farrington-Manning method are presented. Time to Covid-19
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symptoms resolution was assessed in patients with a baseline total severity score >3
and analyzed using the stratified log-rank test with country as a stratification factor.
Median times and associated 95% CIs were derived from the Kaplan-Meier method.
The hazard ratio and 95% CI were estimated by the Cox regression model.

Analyses of the primary and key secondary endpoints were conducted at a two-sided
α=0.05 utilizing a hierarchical testing strategy to control for type I error (Table S1).
Statistical analyses were performed with SAS software, v9.4 (SAS Institute). Additional
statistical methods are described in the Supplementary Appendix.
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RESULTS
TRIAL POPULATION
Phase 3 patients were enrolled between September 24th, 2020 and January 17th, 2021.
Initially, in the original phase 3 portion, a total of 3088 patients, with or without risk
factors for severe Covid-19, were randomized to receive a single dose of either placebo,
REGEN-COV 8000mg or REGEN-COV 2400mg. In the amended phase 3 portion, an
additional 2519 patients with ≥1 risk factor were randomized to receive a single dose of
placebo, REGEN-COV 2400mg or REGEN-COV 1200mg (Figure 1). Patients had a
median follow-up of 45 days, with 96.6% of patients having >28 days follow-up.

The primary efficacy population included those with ≥1 risk factor for severe Covid-19
and a baseline central laboratory test positive for SARS-CoV-2 (mFAS) (Figure 1).
Among the mFAS population (n=4057), demographic and baseline medical
characteristics were balanced between the placebo and REGEN-COV groups (Table 1).
For the overall mFAS population, median age was 50 years (interquartile range [IQR]
38-59), 49% were male, 14% ≥65 years, and 35% were Hispanic; the most common risk
factors were obesity (58%), age ≥50 years (52%), and cardiovascular disease (36%);
3% of patients were immunosuppressed or on immunosuppressive medications (Table
S2).

The median NP viral load was 6.98 log10 copies/mL (IQR 5.45-7.85) and the majority of
patients (69%) were SARS-CoV-2 serum antibody-negative at baseline (Table 1); these
high viral loads and lack of endogenous immune response at baseline suggested that
enrolled individuals were early in the course of their infection. Patients had a median of
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3 days (IQR 2-5) of Covid-19 symptoms at randomization. NP viral load, serum
antibody-negative status, and median days of Covid-19 symptoms at randomization
were similar across treatment groups. Demographic and baseline medical
characteristics for the REGEN-COV 8000mg mFAS group and concurrent placebo are
shown in Table S3.

NATURAL HISTORY
When considering placebo-treated patients only, there was an association between
baseline viral load and Covid-19-related hospitalization or all-cause death:
hospitalization/deaths occurred in a greater proportion of patients with high baseline
viral load (>106 copies/mL) compared to those with lower viral load (≤106 copies/mL)
(6.3% [55/876] vs 1.3% [6/457]; Table S4).

Patients in the placebo group who were serum antibody-negative at baseline had higher
median viral loads at baseline compared to those who were serum antibody-positive
(7.45 log10 copies/ml vs 4.96 log10 copies/ml), and took longer to bring their viral levels
to below the lower limit of quantification (Figure S2).

Despite these population-level observations, baseline serum antibody status of placebotreated patients was not predictive of subsequent Covid-19-related hospitalizations or
all-cause death, as these rates were similar in patients who were serum antibodynegative and antibody-positive (5.3% [49/930] vs 4.0% [12/297]; Table S4). The lack of
positive-predictive value of serum antibody-positive status on the reduction in rates of
hospitalization or death suggests that some patients mount an ineffective immune
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response. For example, placebo patients who were serum antibody-positive but still
progressed to requiring hospitalization or died had high viral loads at baseline and day
7, similar to patients who were serum antibody-negative and required hospitalization or
died (Table S5).

EFFICACY
Primary Endpoint
REGEN-COV 2400mg and 1200mg similarly reduced Covid-19-related hospitalization
or all-cause death by 71.3% (1.3% vs 4.6% placebo; 95% CI: 51.7%, 82.9%; p<0.0001)
and 70.4% (1.0% vs 3.2% placebo; 95% CI: 31.6%, 87.1%; p<0.0024), respectively
(Table 2; Figure 2A-B; Table S6). Similar reductions in Covid-19-related hospitalization
or all-cause death were observed across subgroups, including in patients who were
serum antibody-positive at baseline (Table 2; Figure S3).

Key Secondary Endpoints
The reduction in the proportion of patients with Covid-19-related hospitalization or allcause death was observed starting approximately 1-3 days after treatment with
REGEN-COV (Figure 2A-B). After these first 1-3 days, patients in the placebo group
continued to experience Covid-19-related hospitalization or death events during the
study period (46/1340 [3.4%]), while very few events occurred in the 2400mg or
1200mg REGEN-COV treatment groups (5/1351 [0.4%] and 5/735 [0.7%], respectively)
(Table 2; Figure S4).
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The median time to resolution of Covid-19 symptoms was 4 days earlier in both
REGEN-COV dose groups than in the placebo groups (10 days vs 14 days,
respectively; p<0.0001 each for 2400mg and 1200mg) (Table 2; Figure 2C). The more
rapid resolution of Covid-19 symptoms with either dose of REGEN-COV was evident by
day 3. Both REGEN-COV doses were associated with similar improvements in
symptoms resolution across subgroups (Figure S5).

All REGEN-COV dose levels (1200mg, 2400mg, and 8000mg) led to similar and rapid
declines in viral load compared to placebo (Figure S6-S8).

Other Secondary Endpoints
REGEN-COV treatment was associated with a lower proportion of patients with Covid19-related hospitalization (Table S7). Among patients that were hospitalized due to
Covid-19, those in the REGEN-COV group had shorter hospital stays and a lower rate
of admission to an intensive care unit (Table S8).

REGEN-COV treatment was associated with a lower proportion of patients with Covid19-related hospitalization, emergency room visits, or all-cause death through Day 29
(Table S9) and a lower proportion requiring any medically-attended visit for worsening
Covid-19 (hospitalization, emergency room visit, urgent care visit or physician
office/telemedicine visit) or all-cause death (Table S7; Table S10-S11).
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SAFETY
SAEs were experienced by more patients in the placebo group (4.0%) compared to the
REGEN COV dose groups (1.1% to 1.7%) (Table 3). More patients experienced TEAEs
that resulted in death in the placebo group (5 patients, 0.3%) compared to the REGENCOV dose groups: 1 (0.1%) in 1200mg, 1 (<0.1%) in 2400mg, and 0 in 8000mg (Table
3; Table S12). Most adverse events were consistent with complications of Covid-19
(Table S13) and the majority were not considered to be related to study drug. Few
patients experienced grade ≥2 infusion-related reactions (0 in placebo; 2, 1, and 3
patients in 1200mg, 2400mg, and 8000mg, respectively) and hypersensitivity reactions
(1 in placebo and 1 in 2400mg) (Table 3). A similar safety profile was observed between
REGEN-COV doses, with no discernable imbalance in safety events.

PHARMACOKINETICS
The mean concentrations of casirivimab and imdevimab in serum on day 29 increased
in a dose-proportional manner and were consistent with linear pharmacokinetics (Table
S14). The mean day 29 concentrations of casirivimab and imdevimab in serum were
46.4±SD22.5 and 38.3±SD19.6 mg/L, respectively, for the 1200mg dose and
73.2±SD27.2 and 60.0±SD22.9 mg/L, respectively, for the 2400mg dose; the mean
estimated half-life was 28.8 days for casirivimab and 25.5 days for imdevimab (Table
S14).
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DISCUSSION
Previous Phase 1/2 data showed that, in outpatients with Covid-19, REGEN-COV
lowered viral load, reduced the need for medical attention, and was highly suggestive of
a reduced risk for hospitalization.16 The phase 3 clinical outcomes data presented here
confirm that early treatment with REGEN-COV in outpatients with risk factors for severe
Covid-19 can dramatically lower the risk of hospitalization or all-cause death. Both
1200mg IV and 2400mg IV REGEN-COV led to a ≥70% reduction (vs placebo) in Covid19 hospitalization or all-cause death over 28 days after treatment. In those who were
hospitalized, REGEN-COV treatment led to shorter duration of hospitalization and a
lower proportion of patients requiring intensive care unit (ICU)-level care. In addition,
REGEN-COV, at both doses, resulted in more rapid resolution of Covid-19 symptoms
by a median of 4 days. Therefore, a single dose of REGEN-COV in outpatients with
Covid-19 has the potential to improve patient outcomes and substantially reduce the
health care burden experienced during this pandemic by reducing morbidity and
mortality, including hospitalizations and ICU-level care. Furthermore, REGEN-COV can
substantially speed up recovery from Covid-19, which represents an additional benefit
for patients as there is a growing body of evidence that some patients, including those
with mild symptoms, will have a variably prolonged course of recovery.18-20

We previously hypothesized that, while host factors play a role in the disease course,
the morbidity and mortality of SARS-CoV-2 result from high viral burden such that early
treatment with an anti-spike monoclonal antibody combination could reduce this risk. In
the placebo group, we found that patients with hospitalizations or all-cause death had
markedly higher viral loads at baseline and were slower to clear virus, independent of
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baseline serological status. Patients in the placebo group who had mounted their own
endogenous antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 (serum antibody-positive) had similar
rates of hospitalizations or death compared to patients who were serum antibodynegative, suggesting that some serum antibody-positive patients had an ineffective
immune response. Furthermore, placebo patients who were serum antibody-positive
and had a Covid-19-related hospitalization or who died, also had high baseline viral load
levels similar to patients who were serum antibody-negative and had these events,
supporting high viral load as the key driver of severe Covid-19. Moreover, this study
demonstrated that there is clinical benefit of REGEN-COV, regardless of baseline
serum antibody status, making serological testing at the time of Covid-19 diagnosis less
critical for clinical treatment decisions. This is important given the prevalence of vaccine
utilization, which will result in baseline serum antibody-positive status that may not
effectively prevent severe infection in patients with ineffective natural immunity (as
appears to be the case for certain patients in this trial) or in the setting of emerging
VOC/VOIs.

Both 1200mg and 2400mg doses of REGEN-COV had similar antiviral and clinical
efficacy, suggesting that, in this study, drug concentrations were well above the
minimally effective dose. Both doses rapidly reduced viral loads with faster time to viral
clearance compared to placebo. In addition to providing clinical benefit to the individual
patient receiving REGEN-COV, the rapid antiviral effect is likely to be associated with a
public health benefit through reduced risk of viral transmission and containment of
SARS-CoV-2 VOC/VOIs.
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A low incidence of serious adverse events and hypersensitivity and infusion-related
reactions was observed. Similar to results reported previously,16 concentrations of each
antibody in serum through day 29 were well above the predicted neutralization target
concentration based on in vitro and preclinical data.

The emergence of resistant variants of SARS-CoV-2 during treatment with an antiviral
agent(s) or via circulation within the global community will continue to be a challenge for
the success of Covid-19 therapeutics and vaccines. Although in vitro studies or in vivo
animal studies demonstrate that combinations of non-competing antibodies, such as
REGEN-COV, are able to suppress the emergence of resistant variants, the relevance
of those studies to natural human infection is uncertain. We therefore recently
investigated and reported the genetic diversity of the spike protein across samples from
1,000 REGEN-COV- or placebo-treated patients enrolled into either this outpatient trial
(NCT04425629) or a separate, hospitalized Covid-19 trial (NCT04426695). The analysis
of 4,882 samples from these 1,000 patients demonstrated that REGEN-COV protects
against the selection of resistant variants, as evidenced by a similar number of receptor
binding domain (RBD) variants found in placebo-treated (15 variants) and REGENCOV-treated (12 variants each in 1200mg and 2400mg groups) patients.14

REGEN-COV at the 2400mg dose received Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) from
the US FDA in November 2020 for the treatment of mild-to-moderate Covid-19.15,21 On
April 8, 2021, the NIH treatment guidelines recommended the use of 2400mg REGEN-
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COV for the treatment of high-risk outpatients with Covid-19, with preferential use of
REGEN-COV in areas where VOC/VOIs are common.22 The clinical evidence from this
clinical outcomes trial, the largest randomized, controlled phase 3 Covid-19 outpatient
treatment trial to date, indicates that, similar to the 2400mg dose, 1200mg REGEN-COV
is well-tolerated, can significantly reduce Covid-19-related hospitalizations or death, can
speed time to recovery, and is unlikely to promote the emergence of treatment-resistant
SARS-CoV-2 variants. These definitive phase 3 data demonstrate a profound reduction
in the risk of hospitalization or all-cause death, together with an acceptable safety
profile, in high-risk, SARS-CoV-2-positive adults. The results support wide access of
this treatment modality so as to lower the morbidity and mortality associated with SARSCoV-2 infection.
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TABLES
Table 1. Demographic and Baseline Medical Characteristics* (mFAS)

Characteristic

REGEN-COV
2400 mg
(n=1355)

Placebo (2400 mg)
(concurrent)
(n=1341)

REGEN-COV
1200 mg
(n=736)

Placebo (1200 mg)
(concurrent)
(n=748)

Total
(n=4057)

50.0 (39.0–60.0)

50.0 (37.0–58.0)

48.5 (37.0–57.5)

48.0 (35.0–57.0)

50.0 (38.0–59.0)

Demographics
Median age (IQR)
— year

Baseline age category — no. (%)
Age ≥50 years

715 (52.8)

678 (50.6)

357 (48.5)

356 (47.6)

2101 (51.8)

Age ≥65 years

214 (15.8)

144 (10.7)

93 (12.6)

88 (11.8)

548 (13.5)

Male sex — no. (%)

656 (48.4)

633 (47.2)

364 (49.5)

352 (47.1)

1977 (48.7)

Hispanic or Latino
ethnic group — no.
(%)†

464 (34.2)

471 (35.1)

312 (42.4)

295 (39.4)

1424 (35.1)

1161 (85.7)

1136 (84.7)

595 (80.8)

611 (81.7)

3426 (84.4)

Black or African
American

67 (4.9)

66 (4.9)

38 (5.2)

38 (5.1)

204 (5.0)

Asian

52 (3.8)

56 (4.2)

38 (5.2)

36 (4.8)

172 (4.2)

American Indian
or Alaska Native

19 (1.4)

13 (1.0)

17 (2.3)

10 (1.3)

52 (1.3)

Race — no. (%)†
White

25

Unknown

28 (2.1)

43 (3.2)

36 (4.9)

37 (4.9)

122 (3.0)

Not reported

24 (1.8)

26 (1.9)

10 (1.4)

15 (2.0)

74 (1.8)

Median weight
(IQR) — kg

87.50
(75.15–102.10)

87.90
(74.30–103.00)

86.20
(74.40–102.10)

86.20
(72.80–102.40)

87.80
(74.80–103.00)

Body-mass index‡

31.09±6.331

31.19±6.630

31.54±7.309

31.07±6.457

31.33±6.761

Obesity — no. (%)§

787 (58.1)

772 (57.6)

410 (55.7)

427 (57.1)

2353 (58.0)

At least one risk
factor for severe
Covid-19 — no.
(%)¶

1355 (100)

1341 (100)

736 (100)

748 (100)

4057 (100)

1333 (99.4)

734 (99.7)

744 (99.5)

4045 (99.7)

Medical/Clinical Characteristics
Positive baseline
qualitative RT-PCR
— no. (%)

1353 (99.9)

Baseline viral load in nasopharyngeal swab (raw values)
No. of patients

1353

1333

734

744

4045

Mean viral load —
(10^6) copies/ml

250.74±
764.3

293.65±
1061.1

439.04±
1703.6

372.54±
1300.5

286.58±
1070.8

Median viral load
(range) — (10^6)
copies/ml

10.30
(0‒10600)

9.01
(0‒16100)

8.37
(0‒29700)

7.12
(0‒16100)

9.55
(0‒29700)

734

744

4045

Baseline viral load in nasopharyngeal swab (log10 scale)
No. of patients

1353

1333

26

Mean viral load —
log10 copies/ml

6.72±1.707

6.66±1.754

6.73±1.863

6.63±1.823

6.69±1.746

Median viral load
(range) — log10
copies/ml

7.01 (2.6‒10.0)

6.95 (2.6‒10.2)

6.92 (2.6‒10.5)

6.85 (2.6‒10.2)

6.98 (2.6‒10.5)

Baseline serum C-reactive protein level
No. of patients

1242

1243

713

724

3742

Mean level —
mg/l

11.992±23.2378

12.971±24.5365

13.244±23.7685

13.097±24.9732

12.877±24.5170

Median level
(range) — mg/l

4.615
(0.11‒354.16)

4.940
(0.10‒242.73)

4.910
(0.11‒238.53)

4.865
(0.16‒227.45)

4.850
(0.10‒354.16)

Baseline serum antibody status — no. (%)
Negative

940 (69.4)

930 (69.4)

500 (67.9)

519 (69.4)

2782 (68.6)

Positive

323 (23.8)

297 (22.1)

177 (24.0)

164 (21.9)

959 (23.6)

92 (6.8)

114 (8.5)

59 (8.0)

65 (8.7)

316 (7.8)

3.0 (2–5)

3.0 (2–5)

3.0 (2–5)

3.0 (2–4)

3.0 (2–5)

Other
Median time from
symptom onset to
randomization
(IQR) — days

* Plus–minus values are means ±SD. Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding. IQR denotes interquartile range, RT-PCR reversetranscriptase polymerase chain reaction, and SD standard deviation.
† Race and ethnic group were reported by the patients.
‡ The body-mass index is the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters.
§ Obesity is defined as a body-mass index of greater than or equal to 30.
¶ Risk factors for hospitalization include an age of more than 50 years, obesity, cardiovascular disease (including hypertension), chronic lung
disease (including asthma), chronic metabolic disease (including diabetes), chronic kidney disease (including receipt of dialysis), chronic liver
disease, and immunocompromised (immunosuppression or receipt of immunosuppressants).
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Table 2. Hierarchical End Points
Hypothesis Testing Hierarchy*

Comparison

Treatment Effect

P value

1. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29

2400 mg vs
placebo

18/1355 (1.3%) vs 62/1341 (4.6%);
71.3% reduction (95% CI: 51.7%, 82.9%)

<0.0001

2. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29

1200 mg vs
placebo

7/736 (1.0%) vs 24/748 (3.2%);
70.4% reduction (95% CI: 31.6%, 87.1%)

0.0024

3. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29 in patients with baseline viral
load >106 copies/mL

2400 mg vs
placebo

13/924 (1.4%) vs 55/876 (6.3%);
77.6% reduction (95% CI: 59.3%, 87.7%)

<0.0001

4. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29 in patients who are serum
antibody negative at baseline

2400 mg vs
placebo

12/940 (1.3%) vs 49/930 (5.3%);
75.8% reduction (95% CI: 54.7%, 87.0%)

<0.0001

5. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29 in patients with baseline viral
load >106 copies/mL

1200 mg vs
placebo

6/482 (1.2%) vs 20/471 (4.2%);
70.7% reduction (95% CI: 27.6%, 88.1%)

0.0045

6. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death through day 29 in patients who are serum
antibody negative at baseline

1200 mg vs
placebo

3/500 (0.6%) vs 18/519 (3.5%);
82.7% reduction (95% CI: 41.6%, 94.9%)

0.0014

7. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death from day 4 through day 29

2400 mg vs
placebo

5/1351 (0.4%) vs 46/1340 (3.4%);
89.2% reduction (95% CI: 73.0%, 95.7%)

<0.0001

8. Proportion of patients with ≥1 Covid-19-related hospitalization or
all-cause death from day 4 through day 29

1200 mg vs
placebo

5/735 (0.7%) vs 18/748 (2.4%);
71.7% reduction (95% CI: 24.3%, 89.4%)

0.0101

9. Time to Covid-19 symptoms resolution

2400 mg vs
placebo

Median 10 vs 14 days;
4-day faster resolution

<0.0001

10. Time to Covid-19 symptoms resolution

1200 mg vs
placebo

Median 10 vs 14 days;
<0.0001
4-day faster resolution
* All analyses in mFAS: all randomized patients with a positive SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR test from nasopharyngeal swabs at randomization and ≥1
risk factor for severe COVID-19.
CI, confidence interval; mFAS, modified full analysis set; RT-qPCR, reverse transcriptase quantitative polymerase chain reaction.
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Table 3. Overview of Serious Adverse Events and Adverse Events of Special Interest in the Safety Population

Event

Placebo
(n=1843)

REGEN-COV
1200 mg IV
(n=827)

REGEN-COV
2400 mg IV
(n=1849)

REGEN-COV
8000 mg IV
(n=1012)

Total
(n=5531)

no. of patients (percent)
Serious adverse event that occurred or worsened during the observation period†
Any serious adverse event

74 (4.0)

9 (1.1)

24 (1.3)

17 (1.7)

124 (2.2)

Any serious adverse event of
special interest*

6 (0.3)

1 (0.1)

1 (<0.1)

1 (<0.1)

9 (0.2)

Adverse events of special interest that occurred or worsened during the observation period†
Grade ≥2 infusion-related reaction
within 4 days

0

2 (0.2)

1 (<0.1)

3 (0.3)

6 (0.1)

Grade ≥2 hypersensitivity reaction
within 29 days

1 (<0.1)

0

1 (<0.1)

0

2 (<0.1)

Patients requiring medical
attention related to Covid-19 at a
healthcare facility

47 (2.6)

15 (1.8)

20 (1.1)

11 (1.1)

93 (1.7)

Patients requiring medical
attention not related to Covid-19
at a healthcare facility

5 (0.3)

0

7 (0.4)

0

12 (0.2)

Adverse events that occurred or worsened during the observation period†
Patients with event
Patients with grade 3 or 4 event

189 (10.3)

59 (7.1)

142 (7.7)

85 (8.4)

475 (8.6)

62 (3.4)

11 (1.3)

18 (1.0)

15 (1.5)

106 (1.9)
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Patients with event that led to
death

5 (0.3)

1 (0.1)

1 (<0.1)

0

7 (0.1)

Patients with event that led to
withdrawal from the trial

1 (<0.1)

0

1 (<0.1)

2 (0.2)

4 (<0.1)

Patients with event that led to
infusion interruption*

0

1 (0.1)

0

1 (<0.1)

2 (<0.1)

* Events were hypersensitivity reactions (grade ≥2), infusion-related reactions (grade ≥2), or medical attention at a healthcare facility, regardless of
relation to Covid-19.
† Events listed here were not present at baseline or were an exacerbation of a preexisting condition that occurred during the observation period,
which is defined as the time from administration of REGEN-COV or placebo to the final follow-up visit.
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Figure 1. Screening, Randomization, Treatment, and Analysis
Original Phase 3:

Amended Phase 3:

6716 symptomatic
patients were
assessed for eligibility

• Inclusion: No RF or ≥1 RF for severe
Covid-19
• Placebo, REGEN-COV 2400 mg,
REGEN-COV 8000 mg

• Inclusion: ≥1 RF for severe Covid-19

306 were excluded
259 screen failure
28 other
17 subject decision
1 AE
1 lost to follow-up
799 were randomized
to phase 1/2
5 were randomized to
phase 3 cohort 3

5607 were
randomized to phase
3 cohort 1

3088 underwent
randomization

• Placebo, REGEN-COV 1200 mg,
REGEN-COV 2400 mg

2519 with ≥1 RF
underwent
randomization
1040 with no RF

660 with ≥1 RF were
assigned to receive
placebo

688 with ≥1 RF were
assigned to receive
REGEN-COV 2400
mg IV

700 with ≥1 RF were
assigned to receive
REGEN-COV 8000
mg IV

840 were assigned to
receive placebo

838 were assigned to
receive REGEN-COV
1200 mg IV

841 were assigned to
receive REGEN-COV
2400 mg IV

12 not treated
648 treated

8 not treated
680 treated

11 not treated
689 treated

12 not treated
828 treated

11 not treated
827 treated

9 not treated
832 treated

192 ongoing in the study
45 discontinued
16 subject decision
15 lost to follow-up
4 sponsor request*
4 physician decision
3 adverse event
3 death
423 completed the trial

207 ongoing in the study
26 discontinued
13 subject decision
10 lost to follow-up
2 sponsor request*
1 adverse event
455 completed the trial

219 ongoing in the study
34 discontinued
14 subject decision
11 lost to follow-up
7 sponsor request*
1 physician decision
1 adverse event
447 completed the trial

817 ongoing in the study
23 discontinued
15 subject decision
4 lost to follow-up
2 sponsor request†
1 adverse event
1 lack of efficacy
0 completed the trial

819 ongoing in the study
19 discontinued
12 subject decision
4 sponsor request†
1 lost to follow-up
1 death
1 physician decision
0 completed the trial

822 ongoing in the study
19 discontinued
11 subject decision
3 lost to follow-up
2 sponsor request†
2 physician decision
1 death
0 completed the trial

593 were included in
the analysis (placebo)

619 were included in
the analysis (2400 mg)

1341 were included in the analysis
(combined placebo group; mFAS)

748 were included in
the analysis (placebo)

625 were included in the analysis
(8000 mg group; mFAS)

1355 were included in the analysis
(combined 2400 mg group; mFAS)

736 were included in
the analysis (2400 mg)

736 were included in the analysis
(1200 mg group; mFAS)

mFAS: ≥1 RF
for severe
Covid-19 and
RT-qPCR+ by
central lab test

* In the original phase 3 portion of the trial, Regeneron requested that 2, 1, and 5 patients in the placebo, 2400 mg, and 8000 mg groups, respectively, withdraw from the trial as these patients did not
meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria (ie, were randomized in error). Regeneron requested additional patients to withdraw from the trial due to site closure and inability to receive treatment.
† In the amended phase 3 portion of the trial, Regeneron requested that 2, 4, and 2 patients in the placebo, 1200 mg, and 2400 mg groups, respectively, withdraw from the trial as these patients did
not meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria (ie, were randomized in error).
IV, intravenous(ly); mFAS, modified full analysis set; RF, risk factor; RT-qPCR, reverse transcriptase quantitative polymerase chain reaction.
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Figure 2. Clinical Efficacy
A. Covid-19-related Hospitalization or All-Cause Death* – REGEN-COV 1200 mg IV Single Dose
Placebo

Proportion of patients
with events

0.07

REGEN-COV 1200 mg

0.06
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Study Day

Placebo
REGEN-COV 1200 mg
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624

B. Covid-19-related Hospitalization or All-Cause Death† – REGEN-COV 2400 mg IV Single Dose
Placebo

Proportion of patients
with events

0.07

REGEN-COV 2400 mg

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00

1

2

3

4 5 6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Study Day

Placebo
REGEN-COV 2400 mg

1341 1338 1330 1319 1315 1306 1298 1291 1287 1279 1275 1267 1265 1263 1260 1260 1259 1258 1258 1258 1257 1257 1242 1242 1241 1238 1211 1170 1052
1355 1346 1339 1337 1335 1334 1332 1330 1329 1329 1329 1327 1327 1326 1324 1324 1324 1324 1324 1324 1323 1323 1316 1314 1314 1312 1292 1247 1113

Probability of symptom
resolution (%)

C. Time to Resolution of Symptoms* – REGEN-COV 2400 mg IV and 1200 mg IV Single Dose
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Placebo

REGEN-COV 1200 mg

REGEN-COV 2400 mg

Arm

0

1

2

3 4 5

6 7

8

Median days

95% (LCL , UCL)

Placebo

14

(13 , 16)

1200 mg

10

(9 , 12)

2400 mg

10

(9 , 10)

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Time since baseline (Study Day 1)

Placebo

680

533

513

496

471

450

435

419

396

363

345

322

300

277

258

246

227

215

206

196

189

178

173

162

157

150

138

123

86

REGEN-COV 1200 mg

673

534

514

485

452

423

393

367

332

307

278

259

239

219

208

193

182

170

154

138

132

130

124

118

114

110

110

100

58

REGEN-COV 2400 mg

677

542

518

495

462

427

388

356

322

300

271

238

226

210

204

194

183

173

161

151

145

133

128

123

120

113

109

95

56

* In the amended phase 3 portion of the trial.
† In the original and amended phase 3 portions of the trial combined.
IV, intravenous(ly); LCL, lower confidence limit; UCL, upper confidence limit.

